This paper by Belferman et al. analyzes the correlation between the historical record of lake levels at the Dead Sea and regional seismicity through a numerical simulation of earthquake catalogs. The numerical simulations are based on relating the seismic stress release to characteristic water level curves derived from known control points, or dates of confirmed water levels (with associated uncertainties). The authors find a high correlation between the water level changes and historical earthquake recurrence interval. Overall, the paper is well written and lays out the appropriate motivation for this study. A couple comments are presented below.

As I understand, the assumption is that all stress release occurs along a single purely strike-slip fault plane. The authors acknowledge this assumption in the Discussion, and perhaps this paper is the groundwork for future modeling, but this is quite important. The distribution of smaller magnitude historical events will never be known, however using reasonable expected aftershock decay curves, one could include this additional accumulated stress release from the aftershocks in the modeling, or at least provide as a back-of-the-envelope calculation to determine its significance.

Secondly, the purely strike slip fault motion is likely an oversimplification of the stress release. As these events result from over-pressurized fault zones the slip distribution likely has non-double-couple components. While the total stress released is governed by the seismic moment, the length and orientation of the principle stress vectors relative to the expected shear stress can be significant for a range of plausible fault plane solutions. The modeling for this is not within scope, however my suggestion is to include some more comments regarding the strike-slip assumption.
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